Preface

This volume constitutes the proceedings of the Second Symposium on Programs as Data Objects (PADO-II), held at the University of Aarhus, Denmark, on May 21–23, 2001. PADO-II was colocated with the Third International Workshop on Implicit Computational Complexity (ICC'2001) and the Seventeenth Conference on the Mathematical Foundations of Programming Semantics (MFPS XVII).

The first PADO was organized by Harald Ganzinger and Neil Jones, in 1985. This second symposium took place at the occasion of Neil Jones’s 60th birthday, and on his wish, we organized it as a research event. The call for papers was open and elicited 30 submissions from 12 countries. Overall, 145 reviews were collected, and based on these, the program committee selected 14 papers for presentation. With one exception, each submission received at least 4 reviews. Where relevant, a transcript of the (electronic) PC meeting was also enclosed.

PADO-II was sponsored by BRICS\(^1\) and the Esprit Working Group APPSEM, and organized in cooperation with the European Association for Programming Languages and Systems (EAPLS) and the Special Interest Group on Programming Languages of the Association for Computing Machinery (ACM SIGPLAN). We gratefully acknowledge their support.

We also extend our thanks to the PC members and external reviewers for their time and thoughts, Janne Kroun Christensen and Karen Kjær Møller for their organizational help, the \(<\texttt{bigwig}>\) project for hosting our submission web site, and Daniel Damian for setting it up and maintaining it.

February 2001

Olivier Danvy and Andrzej Filinski

\(^1\) Basic Research in Computer Science (\url{www.brics.dk}), funded by the Danish National Research Foundation.
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